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ABSTRACT 
 

Facebook one of the most frequently used word in 

today’s social networking world. People’s life has 

been impacted a great deal by the use of this medium. 

The easy access to the means of internet has brought 

facebook at our fingertip. Have we ever thought 

about the impact facebook has on our life, our 

productivity. The below article focus on the various 

aspects of this social networking medium and helps 

us in making a decision of whether facebook is a 

boon in disguise. Should we have control over its 

usage before its takes control over us. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

“Enjoying the beach”, “Having Dinner” “At the 

Airport” well don’t these quotes seem familiar, 

attached to a snap (Selfie to be more presise) 

these are the status updates which we normally 

come across in facebook profile of a person. 

 

Facebook is the most popular social networking 

site of all time. The popularity of Facebook has 

increased drastically. Within 6 years Facebook 

has reached more than 1 billion users and still 

growing rapidly. Nowadays Facebook has 

become very important part of our life. With the  

Facebook being  available on all mobiles phones  

 

 

 

 

 

it can be said we carry it along with us 

everywhere we go. 

 

Facebook lets us connect to different people 

from anywhere in the world, because almost 

every people these days are familiar with 

Facebook .This gives us the opportunity to know 

more about their culture, values, custom and 

tradition. There is something called "pen pal" 

where motivated people used to make 

relationships with other foreign people, by 

writing regularly to each other via post mail. 

Time has changed and now people can contact 

with their "Facebook Pal" instantly, and more 

frequently. We can share our feelings and what's 

happening around in our daily life through 

Facebook. We can also get feedback from our 

friends about their reaction toward our feelings. 

It is the best medium to share your feelings and 

thoughts with others. You can share your 

achievements to get some appreciation, or you 

can share your sorrows to get support from the 

generous friends. It has brought the world at our 

fingertips. But as we all know people are both 

good and bad we never know who is taking 

advantage of us through our facebook profile. 

We surely must have read such news where 

people have been cheated or harmed due to 

sensitive exposure to the wrong people at wrong 

time. 

 

Scholars argued that people are getting addicted 

to social medial networks. Marche “Is Facebook 

making us Lonely?” (2012) argues that social 

media provide us with a platform where we can  
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control how we want our social life. This control 

is what makes the user addictive. When was the  

last time we liked a friend status or snap with a 

bit of comparison creeping into our minds 

unknowingly. Surely we did compare. 

 

 We cannot study or work for long period of 

time anymore, especially now when we use 

Facebook, there is always this urge to go and 

check our phones or open Facebook on 

computer and see what other are doing, check 

what’s happening around. Can we completely 

focus our minds and cognitive energy on one 

single task? 

 

Facebook can be used as social bookmarking 

site. We can share our article, blogs, photo’s, 

video’s etc to thousands of people. Facebook 

like button is connecting their user to every 

other website. With single like button now you 

can bring everything inside Facebook. 

Multimedia sharing represents 39% of the 

activities that is done on facebook. For example, 

a video could be posted and then can be watched 

on You tube. Even if the time is spend watching 

the video it is not counted as a Facebook send 

time, it is still a consequence of using facebook. 

The user keeps procrastinating and avoids 

starting his work by watching other videos. A 

bodybuilding video is usually posted with other 

motivational videos and articles on how to 

perform exercise properly or how to improve my 

performance. One leads to another and we get 

drawn into it. We can see that a 1 minute clip 

leads us to other clips or posts and leading to 

more time spend. 

 

Results showed that the more people used 

Facebook, the worse they felt afterwards [The 

University of Michigan research said].But it did 

not show whether people used Facebook more or  

less depending on how they felt, researchers 

said. But researchers did find people spent more 

time on Facebook when they were feeling lonely 

- and not simply because they were alone at that 

precise moment. 

 

"Would engaging in any solitary activity 

similarly predict declines in well-being? We 

suspect that they would not because people often 

derive pleasure from engaging in some solitary 

activities (e.g., exercising, reading)," the report 

said."Supporting this view, a number of recent 

studies indicate that people's perceptions of 

social isolation (i.e. how lonely they feel) are a 

more powerful determinant of well-being than 

objective social isolation."[BBC news 15 

August 2013]. 

 

Facebook Fan pages , groups , events etc are 

getting popular day by day. Facebook Fan pages 

& groups are very handy for promotional 

activities. This is why almost each and every 

well known Brands has a  Facebook Fan page 

and they are investing lot of money to get more 

exposure to their core Business. 

 

 
 

These signs are there with all the top brands 

today. Many popular celebrity and organization 

are using Facebook to give regular updates to 

their fans. So, through Face book you stay closer 

to any famous person or organization. In a 

nutshell, Facebook is a full package of 

communication, education, entertainment and 

addiction! 
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Internet psychologist Mr. Graham Jones said 

"As a society as a whole we haven't really learnt 

the rules that make us work well with 

Facebook”.  The rise of social media was seen as 

a revolution in the online world. Writers on the 

topic are split into two groups. The 

conservatives defend the case that social media 

indeed affects performances and decreases the 

productivity of its users. On the other hand, the 

modernists argue that social media do not have 

any effect on performance and productivity and 

could potentially be used in order to increase 

users’ productivity and performance. 

II CONCLUSION 

 

A boon if misused can become a curse for its 

user. It’s the way it is used or misused that is 

more important. Proper usage, control on the 

amount of time spent and ability to judge the 

impact it will have in our life which plays a 

crucial role in differentiating the boon and curse 

of Facebook. 
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